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MEET DOLPHIN!MEET DOLPHIN!MEET DOLPHIN!

There are both ocean AND river dolphins.
There are 38 different kinds -- or species --  of
ocean dolphins and 4 different species of river
dolphins.
 They are very smart; some examples of this
intelligence include cooperative hunting, play
behavior, and tool use.
 Ocean dolphins live in all the world's oceans and
seas.
Ocean dolphins include the largest dolphin (orca)
and some of the smallest (New Zealand dolphin,
Franciscana)
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Whale and Dolphin Conservation 

 https://us.whales.org/whales-dolphins/dolphins/

Dolphin See, Dolphin Do! 
Pairing off with another artist or grown up one will be Dolphin 1 and Dolphin 2.
Dolphin 1 will begin a movement with Dolphin 2 copying as exact as they can.
You may jump, spin, and swim in place but make sure you don't go too fast so
the other can keep up! At some point Dolphin 2 will start to lead. Going back
and forth between 1 and 2 and see how hard it is to tell who is leading who. 

Colors, Counting, & Movement with Porpoise!
Place 4 different color papers in four corners of a room with a different

porpoise (or dolphin), and/or a porpoise fact, on it. Have the artist stand in the
center of the room and give them a ball. Tell the artist they have to get to one

of the corners (pick any color) using movement and cannot use the same
movement twice. 
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Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!      
What do you do when
someone bigger or smaller
than you wants to play?

Hunt for the Big and Small!
Sea Dragon quickly learns that Dolphin may be too big to
play with the way they normally would, but what is too big?
And what is too small? 
Hide some objects, of various sizes around the house or
classroom (if you want to stay on theme it, hide some ocean
themed toys), then send your young artists together or on a
solo hunt, on a fantastical hunt to find all items (if they are
especially good counters tell them how many).
Once the young artists locate an item ask them if they are
bigger or smaller than the item. After they give you their
answer, transform the item (using your imagination) into a
sea creature ask them how they would would play with that
sea creature item (keeping size in mind). 


